exploring the aesthetics of procedure in
interactive software
the world as algorithms

pierre depaz

my name is pierre depaz, and i am a recent graduate of the game design mfa here at Tisch School of the Arts. during the past year, I’ve developed Social
Contact, a simulation of political thought which crystalized most of what i’m going to talk about today.
that is:
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how do i define aesthetics?
and how does it relate to politics?
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- how do i define aesthetics? and how does it relate to politics?

what kind of aesthetic is specific to interactive software?
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- what kind of aesthetic is specific to interactive software?

how is interactive software political?
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- how is interactive software political?

how can we design and develop better software?
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- finally, how does understanding the relationship between these three things allow to design better interactions through better software?

Social Contact
an interactive work of political philosophy
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but before we begin, I want to talk quickly about social contact, since i’m going to be referring to it throughout this presentation for examples. it is,
essentially, a three-part simulation whose initial settings are political assumptions chosen by the player.
for example, users chose from a set of statements, or beliefs regarding the social behavior of humans. then the simulation runs with this as its input.
it isn’t unlike John Conway’s game of life except that the starting dataset is the user’s opinion on things like, how violent are humans? how much do they
look for resources? how prone are they to make friends? how many kids should they have? how does culture define them?
the first part is focused on how individuals come together, the second on how they live together and produce culture, and the third part from how they react
to others.
for each part, it then computes both a virtual world populated with agents and, at the end, a virtual history of these agents based on these assumptions.
it therefore oﬀers the player a chance to reflect on what she thought was going to happen vs. what actually happened.

aesthetics is
the act of representing your environment
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so art, the way i understand it, is the act of looking at the world and representing it through some sort of medium.
and because this concept of ‘the world’ is dependent on what you know of that world, ‘the world’ is essentially ‘the world you live in’, ‘the world we live in’.
You’re showing the world through your own eyes, and your confronting your world view with that of your audience.
for a very long time in western art history, the main challenge was to represent reality in the most faithful way, to represent nature, to represent the patron
who wanted the artist to paint a given scene, a given portrait. it was about representing a subject and giving meaning to that subject. the twentieth century,
however, expanded our palette of possible tools to represent the world through new media, among which stands software.

Vincent Van Gogh,
Eglise A Auvers, 1890
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this painting by van gogh is a great example. it depicts a scenery, a scenery in which he lived, just like hundreds of other people in that particular village, but represents it according to his worldview. the sky is
heavy, menacing, the church, which he saw as the house of god and a beacon of hope, is slightly shrinking, and the path seems to be torn in two parts as it circles the building.
aesthetics, in relationship to art, then, is just the tip of the iceberg. it is only the formal representation of art and.
while a necessary condition, it is not sufficient. aesthetics are the tangible part of art, the one that is the most deeply rooted into our real, daily, physical world.

politics is
the act of living in your environment
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politics, on the other hand, are about living in that physical world. and i see it as living with other people. it is having an opinion about how we, as
individuals, should function as a group and what is the best way to do so.
for example democracy, one of the manifestation of politics is, in that case, about sharing opposing worldviews and trying to find a compromise.
and politics, just like aesthetics, imply representation. it implies communicating your point of view to another individual. neither art not politics can exist
without an audience, even if you are your own audience.
so yeah, as jacques ranciere puts it, our action of appreciating the world, and of representing it, is as political as it is an aesthetic. when we make an
aesthetic decision, when we decide about shape, shade and color, we formulate a political statement, we say “this is how I see the world”.
most art works are one way-discourses, though. they are about one person, one artist presenting something, and can sometimes be considered as a more
passive mode of consumption. there is only one facet to van goth’s church. it is a very beautiful and complex facet, but there is only one version of it.

the aesthetics of interactive software
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so let’s talk more precisely about the aesthetics of interactive software. what are the different ways that we as developers and designers of interactive
software represent our work. how do we impact the world and our audiences on both the aesthetic and the political level?

Visual
Aural
Textual
Actual
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visual feedback is the most obvious. this implies shape, light, color, composition
Aural, or audio, can also be manipulated to express particular statements, through loudness, timbre, pitch, rhythm and composition.
text, too, is an aesthetic. even though text is closely linked to the visual aesthetic, in how it is shown to the public, words are still powerful in themselves,
and what you decide can be read, written, archived, is an essential component of software aesthetics.
finally, there is what i consider the most interesting part of software aesthetics, which is the interaction. interactive software only exists when an individual
provides input and interprets the output. since we dictate how that input is understand and what kind of output should be given to the individual, we are the
ones decide how both she and the computer should behave.

interaction exists because of rules
laws
affordances
functions
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interaction is essentially the enactment of rules, whether by individuals or machines. when interacting with someone, we do so because we both recognize
a specific set of rules by which we both abide (saying hello, shaking hands, talking about the weather). in politics, these are sometimes called laws; in
design, they are man-made affordances; in software development, they are sometimes called functions. these functions limit what the user can do while, at
the same time enabling them, the same way laws limit what citizens can do.
designing interactions, coming up with rules, writing code, is building a simulacra of the political systems in which we live. you are deciding how people
should inhabit the microcosm that is your work.
so now let’s look at the main, most obvious interaction, which is clicking around, like in most software.

user interaction in Social Contact
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in social contact, most of the decisions are made ahead of the actual simulation itself. players chose the settings without immediate feedback regarding what they will result in once computed by the system.
once the simulation is running, the player has the possibility to interact directly with the world, without any limits, and no way to return to a previous state.
good game design, as i have been taught here, should have been to find a delicate balance between what the player could do to affect the state of the world in an interesting way, and not allow her to break it
completely. but this kind of designed interaction says more about the relationship between the designer and the player rather then between the player and the world she created. the deliberate obfuscation of
the first screen, followed by the unlimited freedom in the second, are interactions that say something as themselves, and not just because of their consequences.

rule-based (procedural) aesthetics
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these rules we design, when we apply them to the act of programming, can also be the starting point of any other ones of the aesthetics i previously
mentioned. programming frameworks such as Processing/P5js or openFrameworks are particularly friendly to this kind of paradigm. that is, they allow us to
set up a relatively loose set of instructions for the computer to follow, therefore having an idea of what will be the result, but always uncertain of the exact
outcome.
law-making is, in a sense, procedural generation of societies. some people, most of them now long gone, have decided that these rules should be
respected, and just hoped for the best.
i’m now going to talk about the application of procedural aesthetics to sound, images and data.

procedural visuals in Social Contact
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by procedural visuals, i mean generating shapes, colors and motions based on a given set of instructions, which can be triggered by certain events during
the simulation.
in this particular case, we see two agents meeting, creating a connection, and then one killing the other. the procedure for displaying such a scene involves
different sets of instructions:
- if within a given radius of another agent, draw one straight line between these two agents.
- if one agent kills another agent, then the killer is now overlaid with a shade of red proportional to how long a connection between these two has existed,
while the victim is now represented by a fixed cross, whose size is proportional to the size of the deceased.
all of these instructions mean something, both for user understanding and in terms of expressing of a perspective on the world. red is associated to bad
(very western understanding) and death is associated to religion (christianity, specifically). and then we have less obvious choices:
- relationships between people are unidimensional
- the dead remain as important as when they were living
- an action (here, killing), is varies in importance the longer you’ve known someone
because this result is dependent on the fact that the ‘essence’, the abstract definition of this cross and of this red, the idea of what they represent is even
more important than the specific instance in which these instructions were executed.

procedural audio in Social Contact
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in the case of procedural audio, let’s see how instructions on how to act can influence how our world sounds.
this example is taken from the second part of Social Contact, which looks at how culture emerges within a given community. agents can exert power onto
each other, they can become friends, and they can fall in love.
besides, each time the mouse hovers above one of those agents, the program generates a tone based on the stored variables of the agent object,
essentially trying to mimic the appearance of language. the instructions which it executes are, once again, designed to mean something.
taking from a set of predetermined tones, which are all within a given harmony, it looks at how similar the culture of two agents is when they are in love. the
more similar they are, the closer in pitch the notes will be. on the opposite, agents that are significantly diﬀerent from each other are will sound more and
more dissonant.
independently, each tone is controlled by other factors. the pitch, which can be easily diﬀerentiated by users, is based on the spatiality of the agents. two
agents on diﬀerent sides of the screen will take from a pool of very diﬀerent frequency ranges. loudness, on the other side, will be dictated by the size of
the agents. attack will be dictated by the number of connections an agent has formed (sharp attack for someone in the heart of a social group, a slow one
for someone who is alone)
embedded within the instructions for sound design are the very concept of a harmonious or disharmonious relationship, the impact of geography on
language, and the impact of social context on articulation.

procedural text in Social Contact
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so this text here is generated procedurally from the agent
the main way procedure is present here is in terms of the voicing of the text. the use of the first pronoun or the third pronoun, ‘I’ or ‘we’ is dictated by how
many people were in this agent’s community, and how long has he been in that community. so this excerpt is written primarily at the first person because
the agent whose life was the base dataset from it was one of the very first one that appeared in the simulation.
this procedure, resulting in written style is saying something about the developer’s opinion regarding how people voice their opinions in groups, and whose
voice is heard because of what (elderly vs. newcomers, for example).

procedural data in Social Contact
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on a higher level, we come to see that code itself is political. before it produces a framework for interaction, for visuals or sounds it is the condition for how
software should behave, look and sound -and therefore what can be interpreted by the user.
code produces data, and then data, and then that data is turned into something, interpreted by the designer or by the user.
this snippet of code here might not belong immediately to what we defined as aesthetics -in the sense that it can be seen, heard or interacted with- and
yet, it is an essential part of software aesthetics. this, as you see it, is a definition of what friendship means to the person who wrote it, a definition so clear
that a machine can understand it. just because it is not visualized or sonified from the point of view of the user does not mean its not there and not relevant.
programming interactive software is similar to crystallizing one’s own beliefs, and the fact that is has to be understood both by human and machine is an
opportunity to examine closer these beliefs. there is no room for ambiguity.
Coding this interaction, this aesthetic, eventually led to questions such as: what is power, what is friendship, what is love? this data that we create
ourselves, what does it mean, and how do we display it?
and the form of code itself opens up a new gateway for debate, since the terms of the debate, as data structures, are already defined.

interactive software is as much as a political
statement as any other form of aesthetic
expression
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in the end what i want to say is that, since aesthetics and politics are closely linked, then the specificity of software aesthetics allows us, as developers and
designers, to express opinions about actions, sights, sounds and existence that will be directly communicated to the user of our interactive software.
by using code as our medium, we come up with instructions that both reflect our personal, political opinions, and it is even more important to acknowledge
that because they are the unescapable conditions for the actions of the user.
so, even if this source code is invisible to the greater audience, it is the part of interactive software that requires from our part, the most care and
thoughtfulness.

thank you
pierredepaz.net
socialcontact.cc
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